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17th Century Pastry Mold: Linking the Past & the Future
By: Shari Neilson
Designs

Far left: Holy Family's Flight into Egypt pastry mold, circa 1700, Marian Library,
Dayton, Ohio Photo by : Shari Neilson

Pastry molds similar to this 17th Century
mold were used in central Europe for
religious celebrations, education and
sometimes just for decoration.
• Oldest known molds date back 4500
years
• Carved by goldsmiths in 1600's and
later in the 1700's by Gingerbread
Master baker apprentices
• Most artists are unknown because
some bakers only created the one
mold required to become a Master
Baker and molds were unsigned.

• May have originated as a way for the
poor to offer a sacrifice if they could
not afford a live animal.
• Used to tell a story, teach a morals, or
celebrate a victory.
• Became more secular
• Letter designs used to teach children
to read.
• Copied from popular images of the
time or from previous molds.
• Marian Library's mold was probably
used for Dec. 24th, St. Adam & Eve
Day.

Types of Pastries
•
•
•
•
•
•

Springerle - "little jumper"
Lebzelterstil - Gingerbread style
Speculaas/Spekulatius
Marzipan
San Nicolas Cookies
Plus many more
Left: Taking a 3D scan of the mold.
Below: Replica created using 3D
printing. Photos courtesy of Melanie
Zebrowski

• Most doughs must be dried 24 hours
prior to baking in order to maintain
their designs. The cookies taste
better as they age.
• Several museums with pastry mold
collections:
- District Museum, Torun, Poland
- Museum der Brotkultur, Ulm, German
- Shelburne Museum, Vermont
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Adam & Eve in the Garden of Eden pastry mold, circa 1700, Marian Library,
Dayton, Ohio.

San Nicolas Cookies are thought to have
medicinal healing.
Molds are still used today although most
have been replaced with cookie cutters.
Creating a 3D print replica will allow
patrons to recreate pastry masterpieces,
continue to share religious stories and
bring people together with food.
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